Introduction 1
The Sui people are an indigenous ethnic minority of southwest Chin, numbering 346,000 in a 1990 census (He et al. 1992 :1) and reported to be 406,902 in 2000 (Xuecun Wei, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences). The great majority (93%) live in southern Guizhou Province (Burusphat et al. 2003) . The language, a member of the Tai-Kadai family, is isolating, tonal, and largely monosyllabic.
Sui Phonology
Sui consonants are given below following Li (1948) , Shuiyu Diaocha Baogao 2 (1956), Zhang (1980) , Luo (1992) , Zeng & Yao (1996) , Edmondson et al. (2004) , as well as the author's observations of the specific village under investigation, Ljaj Ku Tsong (Zhonghe Township, Sandu Autonomous Sui County). Table 2 outlines the Sui tone inventory of Ljaj Ku Tsong Village. The inventory is based on the author's observations and comparison with Shuiyu Diaocha Baogao (1956) , Zhang (1980) , Luo (1992) , Zeng & Yao (1996) . The table follows Chao's (1930) 1-5 scale for contour tones (1=low, 5=high). Tone numbers are based on the traditional system used for areal languages (e.g. Li 1948 , Zhang 1980 , Edmondson & Solnit 1988 . The even/odd distinction in tone numbers represents an interpretation of a historical tone split; even-numbered tones indicate syllables that are supposed to have had historically voiced onsets, while odd-numbered tones indicate syllables with historically voiceless onsets (Li 1948 , Edmondson & Solnit 1988 . Tones 7 and 8 represent "checked" syllables (defined in this transcription system as syllables ending in -p, -t, or -k) . Finally, checked syllables are distinguished as S (short vowel) and L (long vowel). 
Sui Adjective Intensifiers
Sui has an elaborate system of adjective intensification that involves rhyme and alliteration. First, note that a generic, non-word-specific intensifier can be used to intensify adjectives, as exemplified in (1).
( However, intensifiers also commonly take the form of a word-specific, bound intensifier. Such intensifiers may be divided into two major classes that Stanford (2007) In most cases, the intensifiers are word-specific, bound morphemes which are not attested elsewhere in the language. Homonymy with other lexical items outside the adjective intensifier lexicon occasionally occurs, but Sui speakers consider such rare homonyms to be coincidental and unrelated. In addition to the two major classes of rhyming and alliterative intensifiers, some intensifiers do not show any phonological resemblance with their bases. For example, xom 3 'sour' → xom 3 p j ɑ:t 7 'very sour'. Stanford (2007) suggests the possibility that such items represent historical compounds where the second syllable has lost its original status as a stand-alone word.
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Comparing (2a-b) and (3a-b) above, note that a given base adjective may have more than one intensifier. Subtle semantic and pragmatic differences are often observed in such instances. Another example is given in (4). 
Analysis
A summary of Stanford's (2007) analysis is given in §2.
The rhyming class
In the Rhyming Class of intensifiers (e.g. (2)), Stanford (2007) finds clear evidence of The Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy & Prince 1994) , the process whereby unmarked forms "emerge" in environments such as reduplication where base-reduplicant identity is ranked lower than markedness constraints (in the Optimality Theoretic terms of Prince & Smolensky (1993 As for tone, Stanford observes that rhyming intensifiers often copy the tone of their bases, although there are some cases where a non-falling-tone base has a falling-tone intensifier.
The alliterative class
Intensifiers in the Alliterative Class (e.g. (3)) do not show evidence of the TETU effects found in the Rhyming Intensifiers. The rhymes of alliterative intensifiers show a great deal of variety. Further, there is no apparent preference for unmarked forms as would be expected of TETU. Identity avoidance is clearly present since the intensifier rhymes differ from their base rhymes, yet the specific choice of rhyme appears to be quite flexible.
Patterned variety
Stanford concludes that Sui intensifiers represent a system of patterned variety that could be described as lexicalized poetry or as a poeticized lexicon. First, note in (7-8) that the presence of multiple intensifier options precludes the possibility of strict word formation rules for a given base. The intensifiers (exemplified in (7-8)) follow general guidelines (rhyme, alliteration, TETU, "Copy But Don't Repeat"), yet the specific features of a given intensifier may vary within those general guidelines. For example, in rhyming intensifiers, TETU encourages a coronal onset, yet the specific choice of coronal varies. Alliterative intensifiers further illustrate this patterned variety on the tonal level. Stanford observes that the tone of an alliterative intensifier and the tone of its base usually come from the same side of the tone split discussed above. In other words, both are usually either evennumbered tones or odd-numbered tones. Thus, the tones of alliterative intensifiers exhibit patterned variety: the specific choice of intensifier tone can vary, but it usually must stay within the same side of the tone split, even or odd.
Stanford's analysis may be confirmed through future cross-linguistic comparisons. Phenomena that appear to be at least generally similar to Sui adjective intensifiers have been reported in nearby Tai-Kadai languages such as Bouyei (Yu et al. 1994 ), but no data are 
The lexicon
The data entries provided here represent phonetic observation of the pronunciation of a native male Sui speaker in Ljaj Ku Tsong village, July 2004. The author collected 400 intensifiers from that speaker with the goal of providing the first detailed set of data representing a Sui speaker's intensifier system. Prior work includes Wei (1999) , who provides an initial description of about 20 Sui intensifiers. Two general Sui dictionaries (Burusphat, Wei, & Edmondson 2003 and Zeng & Yao 1996) also include intensifiers in their entries. However, such collections sometimes have a mix of dialect variants or historical variants, especially since intensifiers can vary in subtle ways from village to village. Therefore, the author set out to establish a single, detailed intensifier lexicon representing the synchronic lexicon of a single speaker.
Future phonological analysis of Sui may provide insight into transcription decisions for features such as the length of /ɑ:/ and the status of onset glides. The data set is divided into two main categories, the Alliterative Class and the Rhyming Class, and then further subdivided by morpho-phonological features. The small class of intensifiers with no base-reduplicant phonological resemblance is listed separately (the No-Pattern Class).
For all adjective intensifying expressions, the leftmost syllable is assumed to represent a monosyllabic adjective unless otherwise indicated. When an expression has more than two syllables, an underline is used to indicate which pair of syllables belong to the given category being analyzed in that section.
As noted above, a single base adjective often has more than one possible choice of intensifier. In such cases, each intensifier is listed in its appropriate category below. When available, further information is provided to show semantic/pragmatic contrasts between such different intensifier options for a single base adjective.
"Variant" refers to a minor alternation in pronunciation of a given entry that the consultant views as equivalent to his primary pronunciation.
The Alliterative Class
The intensifiers in the alliterative class are organized in the following groups (where "checked" refers to syllables with -p, -t, -k in syllable final position):
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In addition to the adjective intensifiers, a few alliterative nouns and other word classes are included for future analysis, e.g., ʔɲɛt 7 ʔɲɔ 3 'swing' (n.). Such words could share similar alliterative origins as the adjective intensifiers since Sui is otherwise largely monosyllabic. 
Checked base, unchecked reduplicant

The rhyming class
The intensifiers in the rhyming class are organized into six groups: intensifiers with labial onsets (Group 1), dorsal onsets (Group 2), glottal onsets (Group 3), coronal onsets (Group 4), fully reduplicated pairs (Group 5), and three-syllable expressions (Group 6). Within those groups, intensifiers are further differentiated as sets of intensifiers sharing similar onset feature changes. Finally, within some sets, intensifiers are differentiated into subsets of similar feature changes. In a few cases where a pair of intensifiers rhyme with each other but do not rhyme with the base adjective, then the rhyming pair being analyzed in that section is underlined, e.g., tom The following intensifying expressions for n dəm 5 'short' (height) bear close phonological resemblance. The consultant reports all four expressions, but it is unclear whether they should be classified as individual entries or "free variants" of a single entry. In addition, except for tʊ:t 7 , the bases are not attested as monosyllabic adjectives. 
